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**Fly Pan Am® or Trans International**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Tour</th>
<th>Days</th>
<th>Itinerary</th>
<th>Meals</th>
<th>Departures</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Costa del Sol Holiday</strong></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Deluxa Melanie Pelagio Hotel, Granada, and Seville with overnight stay, Cave of Nerja, Malaga</td>
<td>All meals throughout</td>
<td>Every other Sat. from April 3 thru Oct.</td>
<td>$499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand Iberian Holiday</strong></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Malaga, Costa del Sol, Seville, Granada, Salamanca, Toledo, Madrid, Estremadura, Extremadura, Seville, Cadiz, Tangier in Morocco.</td>
<td>All meals throughout</td>
<td>Every other Sat. from April 3 thru Oct.</td>
<td>$569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Morocco and Spain</strong></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Malaga, Costa del Sol, Seville, Granada, Salamanca, Toledo, Madrid, Estremadura, Extremadura, Seville, Cadiz, Tangier in Morocco.</td>
<td>All meals throughout</td>
<td>Every other Sat. from April 3 thru Oct.</td>
<td>$639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flamenco Holiday</strong></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Malaga, Costa del Sol, Seville, Granada, Salamanca, Toledo, Madrid, Estremadura, Extremadura, Seville, Cadiz, Tangier in Morocco.</td>
<td>All meals throughout</td>
<td>Every other Sat. from April 3 thru Oct.</td>
<td>$709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The 3 Capitals Tour</strong></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Rome, Venice, Dolomites, Lake District, Strasburg, Florence, Pompeii.</td>
<td>40 meals</td>
<td>Every other Sat. from April 3 thru Oct.</td>
<td>$569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tarantella Holiday</strong></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>One week Sorrento with Naples, Pompeii, Amalfi, French Riviera, Cassino, and Rome.</td>
<td>2/3 of all meals</td>
<td>Weekly from mid April thru Oct.</td>
<td>$599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The 3 Capitals Tour</strong></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Rome, Venice, Dolomites, Lake District, Strasburg, Florence, Pompeii.</td>
<td>17 meals</td>
<td>Weekly from mid April thru Oct.</td>
<td>$499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Italy Grand Tour</strong></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Rome, Venice, Dolomites, Lake District, Strasburg, Florence, Pompeii.</td>
<td>2/3 of all meals</td>
<td>Weekly from mid April thru Oct.</td>
<td>$599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Best of Germany</strong></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Frankfurt, Rhine River Cruise, Cologne, Bonn, Heidelberg, Black Forest, Lake Constance, Munich, Nuernberg, Rothenburg Romantic Road, West and East Berlin.</td>
<td>2/3 of all meals</td>
<td>Weekly from mid April thru Oct.</td>
<td>$599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Through the Heart of Europe</strong></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Paris, Geneva, Lucerne, Zurich, Amsterdam, London, Black Forest, Prague, Garmisch, Munich.</td>
<td>2/3 of all meals</td>
<td>Weekly from mid April thru Oct.</td>
<td>$599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Highlights Tour</strong></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Rome, Florence, Venice, Strasbourg, Lucerne, Zurich, Amsterdam, London, Black Forest, Prague, Garmisch, Munich.</td>
<td>2/3 of all meals</td>
<td>Weekly from mid April thru Oct.</td>
<td>$599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southern Tour</strong></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Complete coverage of Morocco, Portugal, Spain, and Spain including Palma.</td>
<td>2/3 of all meals</td>
<td>Every other Sat. from May 1 thru Oct.</td>
<td>$599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Classic Tour</strong></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Holland, Germany, Austria, Italy, Switzerland, France, England.</td>
<td>2/3 of all meals</td>
<td>Every other Sat. from May 1 thru Oct.</td>
<td>$599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Israel and Europe</strong></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3 days Rome, 3 days Athens, 3 days Paris.</td>
<td>2/3 of all meals</td>
<td>Every other Sat. from May 1 thru Oct.</td>
<td>$599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Israel and Greece</strong></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11 days Israel, with complete sightseeing.</td>
<td>2/3 of all meals</td>
<td>Every other Sat. from May 1 thru Oct.</td>
<td>$599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand Central Tour</strong></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Holland, Germany, Austria, Italy, Switzerland, France, Monaco, Belgium, England.</td>
<td>More than 3/2 of all meals</td>
<td>May 21 through June 25, July 2 &amp; 16</td>
<td>$1195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Great Britain and Ireland Tour</strong></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1st class view of England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland.</td>
<td>More than 3/2 of all meals</td>
<td>May 21 through June 25, July 2 &amp; 16</td>
<td>$1195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand Balkan Tour</strong></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Yugoslavia including Adriatic Coast, Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Germany, Poland.</td>
<td>More than 3/2 of all meals</td>
<td>May 21 through June 25, July 2 &amp; 16</td>
<td>$1195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand Northern Tour</strong></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Holland, Northern Germany, Sweden, with Lake District, Norway with fjords, Denmark with Fairways Country.</td>
<td>More than 2/3 of all meals</td>
<td>May 21 through June 25, July 2 &amp; 16</td>
<td>$1195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Jackson Travel Service**
1607 Jackson at Polk St.
San Francisco, CA 94109

**Mail this coupon**
Jackson Travel Service
1607 Jackson at Polk St.
San Francisco, CA

Please send me detailed brochure on

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ____________________________ State ______ Zip ______

FRED A. SHULL
Grand Prize Winner of
Trip to Disneyland

*Something for Everyone*

OPEN 24 HRS. EVERY DAY

★ STEAM ROOMS ★ COLOR TV
★ SAUNA ★ LOUNGE
★ SUN LAMPS ★ SNACK BAR

YOUNG MEN'S (18-30 years)
BUDGET SAVER SPECIAL
MON. thru - THU. 8:00A.M. - 4:00P.M.
$2.00
The writer has spent five of his 28 years in California jails. A series of minor robberies and narcotics arrests have deserted and disillusioned him. Ted Moyer has become knowledgeable of the conditions at County Jail I, which is the "holding" jail on the top floor of the Hall of Justice, and of conditions at County Jail II (San Bruno Jail) in San Mateo County. These are the jails under the jurisdiction of the newly-elected sheriff of San Francisco County, Richard Hongisto.

"Holding" jail on the top floor of the Hall of Justice, and of conditions at County Jail II (San Bruno Jail) in San Mateo County.

One condition that is really bad is the food. It is not fit to eat. Once we were served rotten hot dogs. And everyone threw them in the aisles...

The writer has spent five of his 28 years in California jails. A series of minor robberies and narcotics arrests have deserted and disillusioned him. Ted Moyer has become knowledgeable of the conditions at County Jail I, which is the "holding" jail on the top floor of the Hall of Justice, and of conditions at County Jail II (San Bruno Jail) in San Mateo County. These are the jails under the jurisdiction of the newly-elected sheriff of San Francisco County, Richard Hongisto, who was strongly supported in the recent election by the gay community. Moyer has some definite opinions about the conditions at the County Jail and Hongisto's ability to resolve them.

The writer was pseudonymous.

By Ted Moyer

I was first arrested eight years ago in Oakland over a stolen saxophone. Between 1965 and 1968 I did a lot of ripping-off and stealing. I was in County Jail several times and the situation there has gotten progressively worse. It has become more crowded, more filthy, the food has become worse, the personnel is worse.

The guys at county jail are all together; they are not segregated by type of offense. The gay person who is arrested for armed robbery is there in the same cell with the guy who is in for traffic tickets. The obvious homosexuals or the gay ones who have been arrested on a morals charge are put together, away from anyone else. It is half of the top floor.

The attitude of the prisoners is a total negative one. It is just a bite out of your life. It is just a nothing... There is nothing to do. I just draw into myself, some. I play chess a little.

The next chapter is titled "Sleeping on the floor on filthy mattresses."
Gay people today have almost no legal protection. Those of us who are actively working for equal rights are well aware that there are no laws on the books to protect the good worker of long tenure who is a respectable tenant with a "different" sexual orientation. But we ARE vulnerable, and we must be nervous about our livelihood and status. Scarcity and careful discretion are not the same. We can only relax when we have the same legal protection afforded to everyone. And these laws will not be changed unless we actively press to have them changed. We cannot abstract ourselves. There is no safety in secrecy or quietly hiding away. It is time that we speak out.

It is time to make a commitment. We must stop talking and acting behind locked doors. If we won't, we can only time to suffer as we have for centuries.

Diane Wolkoff

I am writing to suggest that once and a while, in your magazine, at Christmas, ought to reek on their legitimate injunctive collecting and emotional... They are very important, constructive things to stress about the gay scene at Christmas. Things to draw us all together and inspire love and gladness. The model in that center spread was inept, both body and penis-wise. I am sure a real beauty would have gladdened everyone's heart.

...There are plenty of positive, constructive things to draw us all together and inspire love and gladness. The model in that center spread was inept, both body and penis-wise. I am sure a real beauty would have gladdened everyone's heart.

In the future try harder to be appropriate to the occasion at hand.

JASON SAN FRANCISCO

More power to you formidable spearhead! Hope the days aren't too far away when we accomplish our objectives! Keep up the good work!

Victor Morfall Hamburg, Germany

My compliments on a super magazine. To whom do I submit articles for possible publication?

Victor Morfall Hamburg, Germany

Failure to address me makes me proud of our organization. I try to do my part when fund raising activity. I try to do my part when fund raising activity.

Terry Rodgers Vallejo, Calif.

If you weren't to bitch in reply to people in your "Letters" column more people would write to "Vector." Must you always reply and must the reply always squelch the writer? Be kind.

Terry Rodgers Vallejo, Calif.

A terrible thing happened to me here in San Jose that I think local people should be aware of. I was in a public rest room in a park at night and this guy kept coming in and out, aware of. I was in a public rest room in a park at night and this guy kept coming in and out.

Terry Rodgers Vallejo, Calif.

Continued on Page 44
The Editor Comments

The above cartoon recently appeared on the front page of a gay underground newspaper called Gay Sunshine. Inside its pages was a lengthy attack on the organization that publishes Vector, The Society for Individual Rights (S.I.R.). The implication is either that S.I.R. should be offering free food to the gay community or that it is insensitive to the needs of that community. The criticism comes from a publication that has no services, no telephones, and operates out of a post office box number. Its main function seems to be the criticism of what it calls the "establishment" and its solution to the world's ills seems to be to claim very loudly that it is "radical." This simplistic solution to the world's ills does not necessitate much action — to do anything other than criticize and damn others would evidently be participating in the system.

We do not criticize those in the homosexual rights movement for being "radical," but if socialists sincerely believe that the homosexual would be better off under socialism, we believe that they owe a responsibility to explain to us how this would be so. Homosexuals are more oppressed today under so-called "socialist" systems than they are under capitalism. We defy anyone to refute that.

The Underground newspaper also calls S.I.R. to task for not having a "clear political program." This is a strange claim, as they have made front-page headlines in recent months. Maybe a "clear program" would be to claim that we are "radical" — which seems very vague to us. Maybe calling for the "abolition of S.I.R." is a "clear program." S.I.R. is certainly more definite in its politics than that.

Gay Sunshine offers criticism, not a helping hand.

The criticism of S.I.R. by Gay Sunshine includes so many errors of fact that it is obvious that the writers have not been around S.I.R. Center to observe its services and activities. It even says that S.I.R. "pad" its membership by including in it the subscriptions to Vector, when the reverse is true. (There are now 1,300 S.I.R. members and an additional 600 Vector mail subscribers. Vector distribution continues to grow at a fantastic rate and we don't have to "pad" statistics to prove it.)

The underground newspaper also calls S.I.R. to task for not having a "clear political program." This is a strange claim, as they have made front-page headlines in recent months. Maybe a "clear program" would be to claim that we are "radical" — which seems very vague to us. Maybe calling for the "abolition of S.I.R." is a "clear program." S.I.R. is certainly more definite in its politics than that.

Gay Sunshine is correct when it says that activity at S.I.R. is frequently "neglected," but it is incorrect in its involvement with scores of activities and services at its large downtown center, on four telephone lines, in a fantastic volume of correspondence and through its many mail subscribers. Vector distribution continues to grow at a fantastic rate and we don't have to "pad" statistics to prove it.
IT'S THE GROOVY, SALUBRIOUS
THING TO DO!
1934 UNIVERSITY AVE. PALO ALTO
BACHELOR QUARTERS
Univ. Students & Servicemen
COME AND RELAX AT
San Francisco
Valentines night, February 14. From 7 to 10 (there will be beer, buffet and live entertainment - for a $4 door charge.
CHAPLAIN RICHARDS
Reverend Bob Richards is delighted
that he has been appointed to a chaplain's position at County Jail by Sheriff Richard Honigsto. Richards has been active in social service in the gay community and will conduct services and do counseling work at the jail.
DIANE FEINSTEIN
In a recent San Francisco Magazine, writer Rick Seifert says that Dianne was concerned, in her attempt to become mayor, of how “she could get the straight voters in the Sunset District (conservative) and still keep the gay vote, variously estimated at 50,000 to 70,000.” The article continues:
“The only time we cracked the front page in the campaign was in the Chronicle feature story about the homosexual political machine (S.I.R. and Tavern Guild) and the gays' endorsement of Dianne. She wanted their votes and the enthusiastic volunteer support they offered, but she did not want that support publicized... When she would show up at a gay event she got the most enthusiastic receptions she received during the campaign...”

BOARD APPOINTMENTS
News analysts have seen Board President Pelosi's choice of Board members as a conservative trend. Important to the gay community is the Fire, Safety and Police Committee, headed by Francois with members Feinstein and Tamars. Both Francois and Feinstein have been supporters of the gay community... The vitally important Finance Committee is headed by Mendelsohn (who the gay community heavily supported in the last election), with Francois, Moliniari, Tamars and von Heroldin. Both Gonzales and Kopp are on the

A police official appeared on the local ABC-TV outlet to say that homosexuals are a major problem in homicide. Bill Plath, President of S.I.R., answered the office on a special ABC-TV news segment the following day: “This is like saying that the Jews were a ‘problem’ because they were murdered under Hitler.” (Officials at ABC had contacted S.I.R. and asked Plath to respond.)

GUN CONTROL
Police Chief Donald W. Scott surprised everyone by pulling through with a “gun control” regulation in which officers can only shoot if they are sure, their lives or the lives of others are endangered by a suspect. The Citizens Alert group, formerly a S.I.R. activity, had demanded such a regulation in the past. Officers accused of killing suspects will now be assigned to other duty, pending an investigation (by the police, of course).

GAY BENEFIT
A local professional person is due to speak at S.I.R.'s seven-year-old New Year's Party.

LIFE magazine, in its Holiday edition, featured 11 pages on homosexuality. Included was a photo of San Francisco's Officer Elliott Blackstone, the gay community's liaison with the police, and the above photo of some activities at S.I.R. Community Center. LIFE has a circulation of over eight million.... The article commenter:
"Most homosexual organizations in large cities now rent their own headquarters to house political, cultural and hobby groups (and, usually, a chapter of Alcoholics Anonymous). Above, on a typical evening at San Francisco's seven-year-old S.I.R. (Society for Individual Rights), an art class sketches a nude model in the background while an instructor teaches homosexuals "just enough karate to get away if attacked." The society is so politically influential that candidates compete for its endorsement by addressing the membership at special political forums before each election. Many of S.I.R.'s members are business and professional men who must pose as heterosexuals to keep their outside jobs."
it is going to take a helluva long time... It is overly idealistic. Naturally, I hope that he can make some progress... I hope that the deputies that do want to see change, unite together and stand together because if they don't, the individual deputies will be lost.

The new sheriff, Hongisto, is saying the right things. He sounds real good, like he is re-training deputies... but he is in for a lot of disillusionment. The type of person that is attracted to a deputy custodial job is of pretty low mentality to begin with. Just like with Vietnam, the people who instigated it are propagating it. Some of these deputies are ex-military and they have that pig mentality.

They have a "rehabilitation counselor" at San Bruno, but this is a complete farce. He is a fuckin' alcoholic who does little favors like call your mother or your probation office for you. "Rehabilitation" is nothing but a word... There is no solution for the individual but only for enough people to realize how fucked this society is, to get together and do something because it is so terribly fucked up.

When you get released from San Bruno they take you downtown, give you your clothes and give you a quarter for bus fare. That's it... There is no preparation for your release or any thought given as to what you will do when you are released. You are just released.

I don't think Hongisto's bringing in some sharp, young, idealistic criminologists is going to do anything much at all. When people get into a certain culture, whether it be the gay community, the black community, the drug culture or the criminal sub-culture, they are not that easy to reach from outside. Money runs the world and money is not going to go to San Bruno Jail. Oh, Hongisto can make some minor changes, but the system is against him. No real substantial change can take place at San Bruno because the people up above with the money control it all... Hongisto either has a lot of soul or he's a glutton for punishment... He has some high school idealism but I think he will be graduating into reality soon... He must learn from each other, gain support from each other, enjoy each other and grow with each other. Sex has an important part in such relationships. It serves to express feelings of love and trust, to bring people closer together, and to give them pleasure. Humanistic sexual ethics are not based on the length or duration of a relationship or the particular sex practices the participants engage in. Rather, they are based on the effects of the relationship on the participants. Brief sexual encounters can have very positive results by reducing loneliness, building self-esteem and giving pleasure.

The American Humanist Association itself is a national organization with members in every state and some 30 local chapters and committees. All have democratically elected Boards of Directors.

We regard the universe as self-existing and not created...
The ‘No Charge’ Bondsman

By David Goldberg

The "Own Recognizance" Bail Project, instituted by the Bar Association of San Francisco in 1964, has successfully demonstrated that persons arrested on criminal charges may be released pending trial without posting bail. The court will consider "Own Recognizance" (O.R.) release on the defendants to make all the required information.

Interviews are conducted by O.R. staff twice a day (7:30 AM and 6:00 PM) in City Prison. References are then contacted and a copy of the police report and "rap sheet" are secured. The O.R. Project is open from 6:30 AM until 10:00 PM seven days a week. Judges are available basically between 8 AM and 6 PM, Monday through Friday. Each week a judge and a jail staff are available to consider O.R. matters. The time period between initial interview and release may vary between two hours to several days.

While custodial releases are infrequently used at present, this method should be explored in an attempt to prove its effectiveness. The more an organization is able to demonstrate its ability to supervise a defendant, the more the court will be willing to release persons into its custody.

One important thing to remember is that if a person secures an O.R. release and fails to appear in court, he is charged with contempt of court. The defendant resides, nor him of all court appearances and assistance in helping him meet these commitments (car- fare, transportation, etc.). If a person does not have a local address, the organization should be able to process the case until the defendant is able to secure his own. Ideally, organization members could provide housing during this intermittent period. It would be helpful if the organization could further assist the defendant in securing legal counsel. The defendant's consent is of course necessary in this type of release.

The actual processing of an O.R. con- sists of the initial interview with the defendant and verification of what the defendant says by three references in felony cases and two references in misdemeanor cases. Defendants and references are asked only about the defendant's family, residence and employment. An employer will be contacted only at the defendant's request. Employment can be verified by friends or co-workers. References are contacted by phone and should be able to state the address and place of employment of the defendant, length of time at job and residence, and relatives which the defendant sees with some frequency. References are also asked whether they feel the defendant is reliable and whether they will relay a message pending a court appearance should the O.R. office be unable to reach the defendant directly. A copy of the police report and the defendant's "rap sheet" (a listing of prior convictions) is attached to the report and presented to a judge. The decision to O.R. a defendant is solely a judicial one. O.R. personnel only compile the required information.

References given for a person under consideration for O.R. should be to the OR Bail Project (552-2202). We can make other contacts for you and assist you in obtaining a release through OR Bail.

By David Goldberg

"Goldilocks & the 3 Bears"

"The Goldilocks & the 3 Bears" (Continued from Page 10)

at S.I.R. to make the contacts on the Board that the community will need when the Fair Employment measure for gays comes before the Board soon. Foster, with a daily lobbying fact, is keeping the "pressure" on city officials.

FAIR EMPLOYMENT

Homosexuals and women would be given fair employment opportunities if the San Francisco Board of Supervisors passes a proposed resolution to that effect. The Episcopal Diocese Depart- ment of Social Relations is one of several community groups proposing the measure. Members of the United Church of Christ and other church groups have also gone on record in favor of giving homosexuals and women equal rights. Lobbying for this resolution has been done by S.I.R. Religion Chairman Dick Gayer and S.I.R. Political Chairman Jim Foster.

CITIZENS' LUNCHES

Don Miesen (Don's Truck) has do- nated 27 cases of household medical supplies for the S.I.R. Senior Citizens Lunch project and to Sheriff Heflin's County Jail. Don has served on the S.I.R. Board in the past, as Community Services Chairman. Contributions to the weekly lunch (which cost S.I.R. $2,000 in 1971) continue to be made by S.I.R. members and other church groups. Checks may be sent to S.I.R. Lunches, 83 Sixth St., San Francisco, 94103.

The Broadway spot is called The Broadway Club and is located at 1200 Market St. in San Francisco. The club is open nightly from 5 PM to 2 AM. The Broadway Club is open to men and women, but women are not admitted to a new night club in North Beach. The place features "Carroll Bodon" and "less-bottomless" (what else is there) men. The Broadway club is called The Wofler and will attempt to encourage gay and straight curiosity seekers to come and be voyeurs.
Hongkong

Do not love me and leave me.

The present county jail conditions are so absurd they're almost funny. There are antiquated rules and there has been a lack of thinking about human needs. For one thing the nutrition is substandard, below the minimum state standards, and there is a lack of proper training for jailers.

After men are released from our jails, they are taken by bus to the corner of 10th and Bryant, with 25 cents. No place to go, no job, no place to stay... without hope or guidance. Many men simply get themselves arrested immediately by ordering a meal that they can't pay for or some other act, in order to regain the security of the prison.

At County Jail 1 (the top floor of the Hall of Justice) there are 72 people sleeping on the floor in the Men's section... The food, medical, and other problems multiply in this situation. It is obvious that we have to stop people from coming into county jail, to get them out earlier and to have more people OR-bailed (released on their own recognizance). These would be worthy objectives if the jail were not crowded.

Meanwhile, prisoners in the county jail system are very pissed off. They have concluded that, "Well, now he is in office. He will now fix all this."... This situation occurred because people do not participate in government. It is not enough to have popularity contests in a democracy, to elect a greedy guy and then let it go at that. It is important that we participate in all of the important things... to express your support of the candidate that you helped elect now that he is in office.
Consensual Sex Law

War Chest
Local Ballot Measures
Urged in Statewide Meet

By Lawrence Spears

"Assemblyman Willie Brown has urged homosexual groups throughout California to picket, to put a question on municipal ballots asking the voters whether they approve or disapprove of a sexual reform bill he has been trying to get through the Legislature for the past three years," the San Francisco Examiner noted in its report on the speakers bureau conference in San Francisco, hosted by The Society for Individual Rights. The two-day meet brought together the largest gathering of the leaders of gay organizations in this state's history and launched a new group, The Committee for Sexual Law Reform.

Among those present were activists and founders of the Gay Liberation Front in San Francisco, hosted by The Society for Individual Rights. The two-day meet brought together the largest gathering of the leaders of gay organizations in this state's history and launched a new group, The Committee for Sexual Law Reform.

Among those present were activists and founders of the Gay Liberation Front in San Francisco, hosted by The Society for Individual Rights. The two-day meet brought together the largest gathering of the leaders of gay organizations in this state's history and launched a new group, The Committee for Sexual Law Reform. The conference dinner was MC'ed by Reverend Ray Broshears, shouted "pigs" at those entering the building. According to S.I.R.'s Dr. Ernest Van Den Haag, Psychiatric analyst: "Homosexuality is a disease... To be sure, some analysts have become culture-bound. It seems a rationale for their objection to homosexuality, that homosexuality is always a disease. While 'sickness.' Though retaining its authority as an objectionable vice, sin, or immorality, but as a derived from scientific usage, 'sickness' is actually a...”
**EPIDEMIC**

1

**S.I.R. RESPONDS**

San Francisco, known as a liberal "swing" city, has some of the side effects that go with its sense of freedom. It has more than its share of hard narcotic users, the highest suicide rate, a high alcoholic ratio and now has a new distinction. It is the third largest city in per capita gonorrhea incidence. There are an estimated 16,000 gonorrhea cases today users, the highest suicide rate, a high incidence of syphilis occurring among the male homosexual population. If you are having sex, there is a chance that you can get gonorrhea or syphilis, and if you are having sex, you should be getting regular check-ups (at least every three months).

San Francisco is fortunate in having one of the largest, most modern and efficient free (yes, FREE) VD clinics in the world. It is hidden in a building that is part of an extensive "Come Clean" VD prevention drive. While many people diagnosed as having syphilis through a positive blood test do not remember seeing any of the earlier signs.

One of the community's most popular speakers, the City V.D. Clinic's Jim Ash, will discuss venereal disease with the audience at S.I.R. Center on February 16 at 8 p.m. The session is free and open to the public. Concluding the program will be explicit films on homosexual sex. This is part of an extensive "Come Clean" Education campaign for February, organized by S.I.R.'s Community Services Committee.

**QUIZ**

1. Can you get VD from toilet seats, drinking fountain, or dishes?
   - NO — VD is spread from person to person
2. Can syphilis cause blindness, insanity and death?
   - YES — The signs of early syphilis will go away without treatment, but germs remain hidden in the body, and may result in serious damage to the vital organs without the person knowing it.
3. YES — There is no immunity to VD.
4. YES — It is so common that one in ten Californians in the ages 15-25 will have VD this year.
5. YES — Often there are no signs of early syphilis. Many people diagnosed as having syphilis through a positive blood test do not remember seeing any of the earlier signs.
6. NO — Self-treatment with pills or ointments to "cure" themselves with drugstore ointments and got their sex education from drugstore?... Is VD California's no. 1 reported Communicable Disease?... Can syphilis cause blindness, insanity and death?
   - YES — There is no immunity to VD.
7. If you think you have gonorrhea or syphilis should you buy medicine from the drugstore?
   - NO — You should see a doctor.
8. Do symptoms of syphilis appear?
   - NO — VD is spread from person to person
9. Do one-fourth of all VD cases occur in people under 25 years of age?
   - YES — 25% of all VD victims in the U.S. are people under 25. It is estimated that at least a half million cases of gonorrhea and as many as 100,000 cases of syphilis occur each year in people under 25 years of age.

**SPEECH SEX FILMS**

Feb. 16 — 8 p.m.

One of the community's most popular speakers, the City V.D. Clinic's Jim Ash, will discuss venereal disease with the audience at S.I.R. Center on February 16 at 8 p.m. The session is free and open to the public. The audience will be explicit films on homosexual sex. This is part of an extensive "Come Clean" Education campaign for February, organized by S.I.R.'s Community Services Committee.
Gore Vidal Settles Down (?)

By Larry Mullen

Rome has been "home" to writer-politician Gore Vidal, whose City and the Pillar was an early and popular gay novel. How many can still recall the sequence in that book where the two young boys wrestle in the nude together on the ground?

Vidal is now back in New York, appearing on late-hour TV talk shows to sell his new play, An Evening With Richard Nixon, which is partly satire and partly truth, as it uses words that the President has spoken over his long political career. There are no sets. It will soon open in Washington, D.C., and then tour before settling on Broadway. Of the 1972 election, Vidal says it "will be the dirtiest campaign in history; Nixon's good at that...."


Who does he number among his friends? .... "Truman Capote, Tennessee Williams and a very nice fellow I recently met, Rex Reed."

What does he think of the movie adaptation of his book, Myra Breckenridge? .... "I never saw it and I don't intend to."

What of his long friendship with the Kennedys? .... "I've no interest in the Kennedys — Ethel, Jackie or any of them. I see no reason why Ted Kennedy should be President as he's extremely unqualified, but he has the money and if he should run, he's the one candidate Nixon can beat."

Does he approve of the amount of sex in movies today? .... "I find sex in movies very pleasant. I don't know what a 'dirty' movie is."

Vidal jogs a mile each day to keep in shape and enjoys talking with political activist Benjamin Spock. After his new "Nixon" play opens he intends to be active in the 1972 elections with his newly formed "People's Party." After the election in November, '72, Vidal will abandon his $350,000 New York townhouse (now up for sale) and steal away to a retreat in Schull, a village in West Cork, Ireland .... But the unpredictable Gore Vidal could change his mind. He once gave up the United States to live "forever" in Rome.
Legend has it that Lloyd's of London, the famous insurance house, will, on average, have no takers. In spite of the en­tire:tion that the closest males come in im­pregnation of the female. This leads some to believe erroneously that the male who has sexual intercourse only with other males is not interested in conception, because of his own reproductive motivation. In fact, a strong personal inter­est at the instance of ejaculation.

An average of 20% of homosexual males is not interested in conception, as not to produce children do have appropriate, and this is particularly so among male homosexuals if disinclined toward adoption. Most homosexuals lack the mental attitude, however liberal, is of little importance as there is no evi­dence to support the thesis that homosex­uality is transmitted by parental sexual conditioning. Most homosexuals have heter­osexual parents and fathers. It is particularly important that the case where the child of one sex has homosexual parents of the other. An individual's sexual orientation is not a di­rect function of either parent's sexual orientation. It is important to note that the possibility of forming a successful bond is greater if one of the parents is the opposite sex.

The advantage of heterosexual par­ents over homosexual parents is one of diversity. This is particularly important in the case where the child of one sex has homosexual parents of the other. An individual's sexual orientation is not a direct function of either parent's sexual orientation. It is important to note that the possibility of forming a successful bond is greater if one of the parents is the opposite sex.
Top-notch Transexual Film - At last

By Montezuma

"I WANT WHAT I WANT" is an upcoming film which gives a serious look at the world of a transexual. This British made film is quite an honest one and deals with the transexual in a sympathetic but yet non-sugar-coated way. There are bound to be many comparisons between this film and the earlier film based on the life of Christine Jorgensen. Both films tried to give an unanswerized treatment to this controversial subject. Both films do tend to get a little "soapy" at times, but whereas Miss Jorgensen was portrayed by a young man in her film, I WANT WHAT I WANT has the major plus of the acting of Miss Anne Heywood in the dual role of "Roy/Wendy." Even though the ten pounds of blue eyeshadow was a little much, Miss Heywood was most convincing as the frightened Roy trying to make the world believe he was "Wendy," the mysterious lady of the house. She carries the film all the way and even if the plot gets sogggy, she is marvelous to watch, as she is very much into the male/female mystique. Harry Andrews brings just the right amount of brutality to his role of Roy's father who is most confused and annoyed with his son. The film builds very slowly, sometimes almost boringly, but Miss Heywood's acting prowess keeps one always observing her actions. After being caught by his father in a dress belonging to his departed mother (as well as over-done makeup and wig), "Roy" runs away and begins to live his life as "Wendy," to the point of going out and getting a room in a boarding house where he shows only "Wendy" to the world. But his change is only an outward one, so he must bind himself in and is more a transvestite at this stage. He finally sees a doctor and starts to prepare himself for the year it will take before he is at his goal — to be a woman.

During this period there is a man who is drawn to the mysterious "Wendy" and the relationship is the basis for almost the entire second half of the film, once Roy is left behind. I don't want to spoil any more of the plotline, but if this type of drama is your trip, it's very well done and I'm sure you'll like it. The acting is top-notch all the way around with good support by Jill Bennett as Wendy's landlady. The film is handsomely mounted in color and directed by John Dexter.
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One of America's most challenging humorists was the nightclub comic, Lenny Bruce. His crude but very real exaggerations and distortions brought a great deal of truth to America about how we think and feel. Lenny's use of "dirty words" was blown all out of proportion by the media, which just a few years later was to advertise hard-core movies and books.

"If the whole world were tranquil, without disease and violence, I'd be standing in the breadline — right back of J. Edgar Hoover," Lenny once said. He spoke of "wops" and "kikes," of "faggoats" and "dikes" and he died broke, while a rising comic, Don Rickles, capitalized on his style and became wealthy. That Lenny Bruce was "before his time" is obvious.

Some Vector readers will be offended in this time of "gay liberation" and "women's liberation" by the humor of Lenny Bruce. Others will see some truth. From The Essential Lenny Bruce (Ballantine Books), here is Lenny talking about homosexuality:

PUBLIC SEX

When I hear about faggots who get arrested in toilets, I say "How'd you get arrested in a toilet?"

"Oh, I accosted a peace officer."

"Well, that's certainly no concept of reality, I mean, you certainly "Well, I didn't know he was a peace officer."

"What do you mean?

"Well, he didn't have any uniform on."

"Well, he wasn't wearing a costume, was he? He wasn't wearing a low-cut gown —"

What a low-cut gown to a faggot must be is like tight Levi's and a padded basket. I mean, he wasn't wearing Levi's and leaning up against the urinal like this — sultry — like that, was he? Cause if he was, that's bullshit, then. Cause he was appealing to your prurient interest, then. And entrapping you.

It's a funny thing, all the different stages that we've all gone through. My generation was so — well, me, phew! Such hangups about ever being called a faggot that I'm amazed at any guy who can go into a public toilet and do anything but piss and leave! Guys who can stay long enough to wash their hands amaze me. I just unbutton, psshhht! out!

"Wait, I want to talk to you."

"Not in here — you're kidding?"

THE GAY JEWISH SON

Old Jewish mothers never know when their sons are faggots. They just miss it somehow. Out-and-out screaming queens — mothers are never hip. I know a guy, lived with his mother for years, a real orthodox Jewish woman, the whole bit. They lived in Brooklyn. And this guy is such a faggot, he's a truckdriver. That's how in he is: he passed through interior decorating, hairdressing — now he's driving trucks, already. And there's no pretense — no pastels, berets, scarfs; he wears like Lerner dresses. Corrective shoes. Out of it, completely. He lived with his mother for years.

Now, they move to Miami. And I didn't see these people in ten years, so I go look them up, you know. Knock at the door — comes out, he's wearing an Anna Mae Wong dress. So he goes HIGH VOICE: "Oh! Lenny! Just a minute, I'll go put something on."

"Where are you going, schmuck? I know you, man."

"Talk to my mother."

Dig the mother, how unaware she is: [Heavy Jewish accent] "Lenny, I'm gonna tell you something about Ronny, you're not gonna believe it."

"What is it Mrs. Nadel?"

"You're not gonna believe it — Ronny still didn't get married!"

Oh what a shock that is. Christ, that's beautiful.

"What's matter with him?"

MOTHER: I dunno. Maybe he's waiting for the right girl. And you know? He ain't got a quarter. He's so good-natured. A night don't go past he don't bring some poor serviceman home, he ain't got a place to sleep.

"Oh yeah. I don't wanna hear any more about this, Mrs. Nadel."

MOTHER: But they don't appreciate him. They punch him! They stole his cufflinks! "I'm hip. I know, I know."

"He loves Halloween!"

"All right, get outta here!"

A DIKE ON TV

[Television star] took transvestitism to championship bowling, and upset all the dikes that control that field. He has really opened up my eyes. — has been doing swish gag jokes on television for, what is it? Eighteen years? Anyway, since faggots are such conformists, all the young kids, the twelve-year-old, fifteen-year-old faggots, are living up to —

(Continued on Page 38)
Earl Stokes Meets Dr. Bieber

In our December Vector, readers were introduced to Earl Stokes and his lover, David Clayton. Recently Earl, a San Francisco attorney, had the opportunity to speak to a large gathering of pastoral counsellors - directly after an address by Dr. Irving Bieber. Dr. Bieber is a New York psychiatrist who "cures" homosexuals who he thinks are "sick."

Following the noted doctor's remarks, Earl Stokes said,

Dr. Bieber and his associates are men with a dogma. According to the book in which this group has set forth its conclusions (Homosexuality: A Psychosynthetic Study), "all [sic] psychoanalytical theories assume that adult homosexuality is psychopathological." Following Sandor Rado, they hold that such conduct is simply the result of "hidden but incapacitating fears of the opposite sex." Their book is quite free from Dr. Bergler's obvious animus. Indeed, far from being a vivid diatribe, it strives to satisfy the most demanding and sophisticated methodological requirements of modern science. The book even has a somewhat dry, scientific air due to its statistical charts and the detailed analyses of the questionnaires given by the authors to the one hundred and six homosexuals who were their patients.

But though the Bieber group is fully aware of the danger that besets scientific investigators of seeing only what they want to see and ignoring other evidence, it does not escape this pitfall. To begin with, to treat men in therapy as typical of America's several million homosexuals is like treating the patients in a mental ward as a typical way of studying the nation's mental health. Furthermore, the questionnaires utilized were filled out, not by the patients or by neutral observers, but by researchers who were presumably predisposed to look at the men's emotional life in the light of a particular theory. How far this group is prepared to press its dogma that all male homosexualitit is due to the fear of women can be seen from the fact that they explain not only the homosexuality of the streets and bars on this ground, but also that of the prison and isolated army camp. Since most of the temporary adaptations to homosexuality must make in such places are not due to fear of women but to their absence, this is patently absurd.

In their case histories the group repeatedly ascribes actions to anxiety or fear where another observer might see other causes at work. Nor does their theory that over-solicitous mothers and indifferent fathers "cause" homosexuality carry conviction. A generation or so ago psychoanalysts were ascribing homosexuality any more than one goes to a cigarette company for an impartial study of the effects of tobacco. Psychoanalysts sell cures. That is how they make their living. There is nothing dishonorable in this, nor is there any reason to suppose that, taken as a whole, psychiatrists are not unusually intelligent and sympathetic men, genuinely concerned to help the emotionally upset people who seek them out. Still, if a doctor provides treatment for 350 hours (the course recommended by Bieber) at a cost of between $5,000 and $10,000 for homosexuals on the basis of a favorite theory, it is patently obvious that when this same doctor turns to discuss his ideas in print he is not an objective research worker, but a man with a commitment. In such cases a doctor's professional self-respect is not going to let him bring in a negative verdict against the assumptions and procedures he has been using. This is asking too much of human nature.

But if the support for the sickness theory is so limited and the evidence on which it rests is so shaky, why has the idea taken hold so firmly with the American public? The answer is to be found in our changing attitudes to sex in general. Most people are now ashamed to look at Biblical fundamentalism for their sexual ethics, or to an outmoded conception of natural law which the present birth-control controversy has shot to pieces. Consequently it is a relief to be able to keep old prejudices and at the same time to feel that one has modern scientific justifications for them. Hence the almost indefinite haste with which moral conservatives is reorienting itself on psychiatric premises. The phenomenon is by no means a new one. A good parallel exists in the rationalization of traditional racial feelings in terms of so-called biological science in the nineteenth century, a development that allowed even humanitarian liberals like Richard Wagner to feel that anti-Semitism was intellectually respectable.

The difficulty is, of course, that scientific theories, beginning as mere academic speculations, soon influence legislation and social practice in a dramatic way. The history of legislation on segregation and miscegenation in the southern states is one example. Academically, the question as to whether one race is superior to another is still an open one. But it is not an open question politically. In the eyes of most men of good will the theory of racial supremacy is politically dead, killed off by its most violent challenges. The sickness theory of homosexuality is in just beginning to have widespread legislative and social results. At this stage it behoves scientists and laymen alike to take a sharp and critical look at it.

FEBRUARY 1972
Charles McCabe, San Francisco Chronicle columnist, frequently discusses the police and morality in his nationally-syndicated column. This January 17, 1972, commentary, directly applies to the homosexual as well as others involved in non-victim "crimes." Copyright, San Francisco Chronicle.

By Charles McCabe

Folly follows folly ruthlessly. Sometimes more than folly follows. Immense bunancies have followed our Puritan confusions about sin and crime. None has been greater than the rapidly growing realization, in certain pockets of sanity, that our policing of morals actually generates far more crime than it ever suppresses or controls.

Somehow in his history, perhaps around the time of St. Augustine, Western man made a seriously bad turning. He confused crime with sin, and moved the suppression and ordering of sin from the province of the priest to the province of the cop. The confusion has for centuries made a joke of justice. It has put men in jail for a lifetime, or to death, for sins that have come with time to be thought negligible, like stealing loaves of bread, or sleeping with the "wrong" sex.

Sin has fashions, as the ruling class turns its attention from heretics, to people who throw the free coal in the bath tub, to people who question the wisdom of the occupant of the White House or Ten Downing. Crime is not immutable; but it is far from faultless emerald stolen from a Medici is no different from a faultless emerald stolen from an Onassis. Assault and theft, which are the only real crimes, do not change much.

These confusions are the ones which deeply wound the human community. Our police and court system, by your leave, still spends more time on sin than it does on crime. It has been estimated, frighteningly, that of all the court hours available for the consideration of crime (and they are too few, judges being for the most part guys who think for themselves as honorably retired lawyers) that as little as 10 per cent are devoted to the criminal courts if leveling out punishment against sine were killed as a court function. It would not be Paradise; but it would give us room. And how we need room in this area!

Luxury of using our penal code to enforce our currently fashionable preferences.

Criminal. Neither is needed. They are the whores, heads and bookies who are dubbed the other sinner/criminals who live off those we have placed within the criminal law. the dealers and the cops. In New York City, at least, the dealer and the cop are all too frequently the same lad.

The protectors of morality soon become sinners themselves, when there is large money to wresten the pot. The cop with the Caddie didn't get it from making deals with murderers. He usually gets it from the friendly neighborhood pusher, of dames or money to sweeten the pot. The cop with the Caddie got it from making deals with murderers. He usually gets it from the friendly neighborhood pusher, of dames or money to sweeten the pot. The cop with the Caddie didn't get it from making deals with murderers. He usually gets it from the friendly neighborhood pusher, of dames or money to sweeten the pot. The cop with the Caddie didn't get it from making deals with murderers. He usually gets it from the friendly neighborhood pusher, of dames or money to sweeten the pot. The cop with the Caddie didn't get it from making deals with murderers. He usually gets it from the friendly neighborhood pusher, of dames or money to sweeten the pot. The cop with the Caddie didn't get it from making deals with murderers. He usually gets it from the friendly neighborhood pusher, of dames or money to sweeten the pot. The cop with the Caddie didn't get it from making deals with murderers. He usually gets it from the friendly neighborhood pusher, of dames or money to sweeten the pot. The cop with the Caddie didn't get it from making deals with murderers. He usually gets it from the friendly neighborhood pusher, of dames or money to sweeten the pot.

Immense bunancies have followed our Puritan confusions about sin and crime. None has been greater than the rapidly growing realization, in certain pockets of sanity, that our policing of morals actually generates far more crime than it ever suppresses or controls.
Episcopaleans

Look at Gays

By William Parker

A recent survey of 584 American Episcopalians representing a cross-section of the church shows that "nearly all" of them say that sex is a positive and healthy human activity. Yet, 77% of them regard homosexuals as sick, 61% as unfit, and 35% as criminal. (Obviously some respondents consider homosexuality sinful and criminal as well as sick.) Though few (.5% according to one question and 10% according to another) would put the homosexual in jail, the overwhelming majority would require him to undergo professional counseling (76%) or hospitalization (10%) for the purpose of discontinuing his homosexual behavior, preferably by being converted to heterosexuality. However, 28% think the goals of counseling should be to make the homosexual more comfortable with himself and to improve his heterosexual relationships. Only 36% of the respondents feel that homosexuals, except for their sexual preferences, are like everybody else; and only 29% would allow the homosexual to live as he chooses.

In response to other questions, 57% feel homosexuals should not be prevented from congregating in public, 46% that they should not be excluded from the armed forces, 73% that they should not be subjected to police surveillance, and 71% that they should not be excluded from public housing. Further, 80% believe that homosexuality should not be considered criminal, and 57% favor making homosexual behavior legal.

Though few (.5% according to one question and 10% according to another) would put the homosexual in jail, the overwhelming majority would require him to undergo professional counseling (76%) or hospitalization (10%) for the purpose of discontinuing his homosexual behavior, preferably by being converted to heterosexuality. However, 28% think the goals of counseling should be to make the homosexual more comfortable with himself and to improve his heterosexual relationships. Only 36% of the respondents feel that homosexuals, except for their sexual preferences, are like everybody else; and only 29% would allow the homosexual to live as he chooses.

As for life in the church, the homosexual apparently should have but a limited part. Though he should be permitted to receive Holy Communion if he requests it (95%), the respondents doubt that he would be fully accepted into any congregation. Homosexuals, they feel, are unsuitable to be parish priests (99%), should be kept out of the priesthood (51%), and should, if practicing homosexuals, be defrocked (43%). Though willing to have clergymen counsel homosexuals (90%), most of them (75%) also feel unwilling to help "in any way" without special certification. In addition, only 18% indicate they have ever spoken out in public or preached on the subject of homosexuality.
HUMANISM

(Continued from Page 13) centered on abortion law repeal and church-state affairs in recent years. The Division of Humanist Service concerns itself with problems faced by individuals. One of its major projects, the Humanist Correspondence Action Group, puts prison inmates who are Humanists in contact with those on the outside. Finally, the Division of Humanist Counseling coordinates the training and work of Humanist Counselors, who are legally analogous to the ministers of other religions. Humanist Counselors perform wedding and funeral services, engage in ethical and draft counseling, and visit Humanists who are in prisons or hospitals. Several Counselors have expressed a willingness to work with the gay community.

The Association publishes the Humanist magazine, which now has a circulation of about 30,000 and is one of the foremost intellectual journals in the country. The Humanist has carried several articles on homosexuality in recent years, one of which, "The Homosexual Revolution," by Donald Kantor, was reprinted in a book titled The Sexual Revolution, edited by Lester Kirkendahl. The AHA also publishes a bi-monthly news publication, Free Mind, which will carry a discussion of sex law reform in its next issue. The article, written by Division of Involvement Chairman Bette Chambers, mentions S.I.R. and includes the S.I.R. address.

The Rand McNally corporation estimates the number of Humanists in the country. The Humanist has carried several articles on homosexuality in recent years, one of which, "The Homosexual Revolution," by Donald Kantor, was reprinted in a book titled The Sexual Revolution, edited by Lester Kirkendahl. The AHA also publishes a bi-monthly news publication, Free Mind, which will carry a discussion of sex law reform in its next issue. The article, written by Division of Involvement Chairman Bette Chambers, mentions S.I.R. and includes the S.I.R. address.

The Rand McNally corporation estimates the number of Humanists in the world at about 60 million. Members of the homophile community are invited to join the Humanist movement. Humanists don't segregate on the basis of sexual preference. While there has been a movement in recent years to admit homosexuals to "separate but equal" status in the Christian church, Humanists welcome your full participation. Ours is a continually evolving religion. Only if as many people as possible participate in this process can Humanism develop to its full potential.

The writer of this article is Mike McKinley, 25-year-old member of the American Humanist Association and a member of S.I.R. He is the Secretary of the AHA's student-youth section and is an AHA director. Mike also serves as the chairman of the AHA counseling service.

Readers who are interested in knowing more about Humanism may write, telephone or just "drop by" the national Humanist headquarters: Humanist House, 125 El Camino del Mar, San Francisco 94121 - (415) 221-8642.
Introducing
Photography
By
John David Hough

Vector is proud to announce the appointment of John David Hough as this magazine's Cover Man photographer. Mr. Hough began his portrait photography at the age of twelve and has since developed his technique to a perfection. We believe his photography compares favorably with the work of Kenn Duncan in the magazine, "After Dark."

This month's cover men, David and Greg, were filmed by Mr. Hough around an indoor pool. He refreshingly captured the feeling of fun and affection enjoyed by these two young men. On the opposite page is another Hough photograph that is representative of his fine sense of shadowing. In future issues of Vector our readers will be treated exclusively to this talented photographer's art.

Those readers who wish to avail themselves of Mr. Hough's creative genius may do so by contacting him at his studio after 8 p.m. in the evening, (415) 632-6902, or may arrange an appointment with him at The Town Squire. Welcome, John David Hough, to the Vector staff. George Mendenhall Editor, Vector

S.I.R. GETS IT DONE!

Publications, legal action, political contacts, speakers bureau, dances, stage shows, information bureau, etc. Have you sent a check lately to S.I.R., 83 Sixth St., San Francisco?
had done nothing. I figured that the charge was "kidding" but after a long haul with the police, my attorney got an arrest report, I was startled to learn that I had been booked for oral copulation and other acts. But when the thing came to court it was reduced to "Disturbing the Peace," on the condition which I did. Now I have a police record for "Disturbing the Peace" when I actually did nothing wrong.

The same thing is happening to people arrested at the White Frome here. They arrest people and charge them with acts they didn't do and then get them to plead Guilty to some lesser charge. . . . Meanwhile, the San Jose newspapers are running articles on the iden­ ty of policemen that has resulted in weekend damage to schools, auto theft, house robberies, etc. I would think that officers could be deployed in some more logical place than Men's Rooms.

A Reader
San Jose, California

A very handsome Christmas issue indeed. Thank you for permission to reprint the inter­ view with our friend in Rome ("Boy Lover"). . . . A tiny typo error: We always capitalize ONL (not "One").

On January 30-31 we held our 20th Annual Meeting. . . . You might be interested in the fact that I was present in 1953 when the Mattachine was first organized, after the demise of the old Mattachine Foundation.

Best,
Dorr Legg

The writer is the guiding light behind the ONE, INC. organization and currently visiting with the Vector staff on his visit to San Francisco. To learn more about ONE, INC. write to Dorr at 2356 Vector Blvd., Los Angeles, 6, Calif. (213) 725-7363.

I can't figure out Dr. Paul Roberts. Is he a fundamentalist who arrives at liberal conclu­ sions or a liberal who arrives at fundamen­talist conclusions? . . . I may not understand his theology but I do understand what he is saying and like it.

Let us have more of his sane logic and uncomplicated way of presenting religion. Maybe what he writes is neither liberal or fundamental, just "Christian."

Edward Norris
Los Vegas

I have been an avid reader of Vector and The Advocate for about 15 years. I've learned a lot from reading the articles and columns I've pub­ lished in Vector. There are two things I would like to see in Vector: First, I'd like a column similar to what appears in Playboy and more commu­ nity-oriented articles, like the article on the need for a gay foster home.

I plan to move to Hawaii in June and would like to start an after hours place there. I would like to help gay and straight kids to adjust to this society by providing housing, counseling and information for them. It took me about 5 years to come out, and I'd like to think that I can now help others.

Keep up the good work.

Richard Ashley
Los Altos Hills, Calif.
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TESTOSTERONE

After a century of trying, the scien­ tific community has finally come up with what they think is proof that homosex­ uality is due to a hormone deficiency! . . . A tiny typo error: We always capitalize ONL (not "One").

A most advanced investigator, Mar­ mor, has summed up his feelings (and mine) very nicely: ". . . a key distinguish­ ing factor between what is regarded as healthy or unhealthy sexual behavior is whether such behavior is motivated by feelings of love or whether it becomes a vehicle for the discharge of anxiety, hostility, or guilt." Unfortunately, such enlightened opinions are the exception rather than the rule; and the investigation cited above is more in line with the rule. The current very active evaluation of sexuality, beginning at least with Freud and continuing with research from Kinsey and Masters and Johnson, has opened huge holes in pet prejudices concerning "perversions" of sexual activity and pro­ clivities.

A most advanced investigator, Mar­ mor, has summed up his feelings (and mine) very nicely: ". . . a key distinguish­ ing factor between what is regarded as healthy or unhealthy sexual behavior is whether such behavior is motivated by feelings of love or whether it becomes a vehicle for the discharge of anxiety, hostility, or guilt." Unfortunately, such enlightened opinions are the exception rather than the rule; and the investigation cited above is more in line with the rule. The current very active evaluation of sexuality, beginning at least with Freud and continuing with research from Kinsey and Masters and Johnson, has opened huge holes in pet prejudices concerning "perversions" of sexual activity and pro­ clivities.

Does Homosexuality Result From A Hormone Deficiency?

public and the medical profession to submit itself to incineration of "sex hor­ mones" and to swallow vitamin E prepa­ rations. Every study which has utilized a sound scientific approach revealed that only a minute fraction of individuals suffering from small perturbances in competence could benefit at all from testosterone (and the vast majority of this small fraction were children below the age of puberty). Nevertheless, claims are still made, and testosterone still given, to cure homosexuality! IT HAS NEVER WORKED.

Well, the medical profession has some shiny new tools now. Measurement of the hormone testosterone can be made with much greater accuracy than just five years ago. It is not surprising, then, that a rash of studies are beginning to appear which are repeating the earlier discredited ones. An interesting phenomenon paral­ les these studies today. Medical journals,
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one of the last bastions of conservatism, have become more and more bold in their printing of articles dealing with SEX. In fact, they seem to be trying to make up for lost time. When interests are high, raw reporting of poorly conceived and executed "scientific" studies are not new to scientific or medical journals. The New England Journal of Medicine, where the article above was published, is probably one of the best medical journals in the field. It was obvious to the careful reader that both the authors of the article and the editors of the journal were not overly happy with the study. Indeed, the editors actually wrote an editorial on the study.

Titled "A New Look at Homosexuality," the editors discussed the article and other relevant recent studies and took great pains to point out the defects of the study and the necessity of further corroborative studies. The main point is, however, that such a potentially harmful study (in that it purports to advance the "sickness" theory of homosexuality) could be printed by a fine medical journal when all involved admit that it is of very questionable significance! We know, don't we, that in a few months' time all that will be recalled of the article is that homosexuals (all homosexuals!) were found to have a deficiency of male hormones. It may be used to obtain funds for further research (which is fine) but it will undoubtedly be used to promote or obtain legislation repressive to the homosexual community (which ain't so fine). I am all in favor of more research into sexuality - it is a field too long neglected. I am especially in favor of research in homosxuality - it has been too long excluded. But I feel strongly that incompetent research, used mainly to garner funds and publicity at the expense of a minority population, is reprehensible.

Lawrence J. Hatterer states: "The homosexual does not exist. Only people who fantasy, feel, and act homosexually exist. Homosexual life styles and subcultures exist." Homosexual behavior is not best studied only by physicians. Similarly, it is not the special province of the psychiatrist, psychologist, social worker, clergy, politician, moralist, or the processed homosexual him- or herself. Despite the fact that each of these groups have indicated their primacy in this subject, it is clear that all are needed to advance knowledge here. It is obviously a very poorly understood life style and probably least well understood by those most involved in it. It is most important to keep this in mind when attempting to evaluate any claim toward an understanding of the "cause" or "roots" or homosxuality or the "homosexual."

---

### Golden Awards Nominees Announced

by Montresoma

The date has been set for the Third Annual Golden Awards, sponsored by the new San Francisco Academy of Performing Arts. The event is to be on Saturday, March 25th, at The Village. These awards are given for outstanding work in the area of entertainment, to the gay community of the Bay Area. Each year the awards have gotten better and better as different ideas were put into effect, this year's ceremony may not be the ideal but it's well on its way to being something that everyone can and should be most proud of. This year, under the leadership of Carl Berry, the board has undergone drastic changes and set up new voting procedures which should help make the awards mean more than just "most popular" among the gay community.

Plans for this year's event were announced at the Nominations Dinner held in January at the P.S. The remainder of the nominees for various categories in what the Academy calls "Group C" were selected by the 33 members of the now-existing Academy. Voting for the actual recipients will fall to all the members of the Academy as well as the "Group C" nominees being voted on by the public attending the Awards ceremony. In addition to the presentation of the awards, the show that evening will highlight various nominated production numbers and songs performed by the nominated performers. Following the show, a Victory Dance will be held in the downtown's Crown Room of The Village.

Here is a partial list of nominees from the 29 various categories:

- **BEST SHOW:**
  - MICHELLE'S XMAS SHOW AT SIR
  - PLAY MELANCHOLY BABY
  - ONCE UPON A MATTRESSES
  - SPOONFUL OF SUGAR

- **BEST DIRECTOR:**
  - Joe Vigil (Madness '71)
  - John Dore/Chuck Largent (Once Upon a Mattresses)
  - Richard Meyer (Royal Scandals)
  - Don Cavillo (Spoonful of Sugar)
  - Ken Mathow (Ken Mathow Show)

- **BEST MUSICAL DIRECTOR:**
  - Larry Canapp (Once Upon a Mattresses)
  - Peter Arden (Madness '71)
  - Al St. Claire (Star Spangled Jubilee)
  - Dennis Moreen (Spoonful of Sugar)

- **BEST PRODUCER:**
  - Wally Rutherford (Once Upon a Mattresses)
  - Ronald Scandal (Spoonful of Sugar)
  - Jim Valentine (Spoonful of Sugar)
  - Peter Arden (Madness '71)

- **BEST MUSICAL DIRECTOR:**
  - Larry Canapp (Once Upon a Mattresses)
  - Peter Arden (Madness '71)
  - Al St. Claire (Star Spangled Jubilee)
  - Dennis Moreen (Spoonful of Sugar)

- **BEST MUSICAL DIRECTOR:**
  - Larry Canapp (Once Upon a Mattresses)
  - Peter Arden (Madness '71)
  - Al St. Claire (Star Spangled Jubilee)
  - Dennis Moreen (Spoonful of Sugar)

- **BEST PRODUCER:**
  - Wally Rutherford (Once Upon a Mattresses)
  - Ronald Scandal (Spoonful of Sugar)
  - Jim Valentine (Spoonful of Sugar)
  - Peter Arden (Madness '71)

- **BEST COSTUME DESIGN:**
  - Ray Puccinini (Boys in the Band)
  - Pat Campano (Once Upon a Mattresses)
  - Leonard Juarez (Madness '71)
  - Pat Campano (Once Upon a Mattresses)

- **BEST CHOREOGRAPHER:**
  - Richard Bumpus (Once Upon a Mattresses)
  - Jack Martin (Spoonful of Sugar)
  - Tommy Kohl (Madness '71)
  - Michelle Xnas Show

- **BEST CHOREOGRAPHER:**
  - Richard Bumpus (Once Upon a Mattresses)
  - Jack Martin (Spoonful of Sugar)
  - Tommy Kohl (Madness '71)
  - Michelle Xnas Show

- **BEST SETS:**
  - Mr. Sandman (Madness '71)
  - Sensitivity (Once Upon a Mattresses)
  - Mr. Sandman (Madness '71)
  - Sensitivity (Once Upon a Mattresses)

- **BEST MUSICAL PRODUCTION NUMBER (LIVE):**
  - If YOU HAVE LOVE (Spoonful of Sugar)
  - FRED (Once Upon a Mattresses)
  - When I'm in Love (Royal Scandals)
  - New Money (Spoonful of Sugar)

- **BEST SONG (Solo/Duet/Trio—Live):**
  - Good Times Are Coming (Chuck Largent Review)
  - Rose of Madrid (Boyce Kroeze)
  - Good Times Are Coming (Chuck Largent Review)

- **BEST DIRECTOR:**
  - Joe Vigil (Madness '71)
  - John Dore/Chuck Largent (Once Upon a Mattresses)
  - Richard Meyer (Royal Scandals)
  - Don Cavillo (Spoonful of Sugar)

- **BEST CHOREOGRAPHER:**
  - Vern Becker (Once Upon a Mattresses)
  - Richard Meyer (Royal Scandals)
  - Pat Monteleone (Pat Monteleone Show)
  - Don Cavillo (Spoonful of Sugar)

- **BEST ACTOR:**
  - Fred (Once Upon a Mattresses)
  - Eileen (Sternager (Spoonful of Sugar)
  - Nancy (Once Upon a Mattresses)
  - Michelle Xnas Show

- **BEST ACTRESS:**
  - Michelle Xnas Show
  - Nancy (Once Upon a Mattresses)
  - Eileen (Sternager (Spoonful of Sugar)
  - Alan Lloyd (Spoonful of Sugar)

- **BEST CHORUS BOY:**
  - Mark Mathow (Ken Mathow Show)
  - Fern (Once Upon a Mattresses)
  - Jim Richey (Madness '71)
  - Fern (Once Upon a Mattresses)

- **BEST CHORUS GIRL:**
  - Ella Leon (Once Upon a Mattresses)
  - Chicketta Homeophilia (Madness '71)
  - Fern (Once Upon a Mattresses)
  - Fern (Once Upon a Mattresses)

- **BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS:**
  - Vasily LeGross (Spoonful of Sugar)
  - Michael Daly (Ken Mathow Show)
  - Leonard Juarez (Madness '71)
  - Vasily LeGross (Spoonful of Sugar)

- **BEST PRODUCER:**
  - Wally Rutherford (Once Upon a Mattresses)
  - Ronald Scandal (Spoonful of Sugar)
  - Jim Valentine (Spoonful of Sugar)
  - Peter Arden (Madness '71)

- **BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS:**
  - Michelle Xnas Show
  - Nancy (Once Upon a Mattresses)
  - Eileen (Sternager (Spoonful of Sugar)
  - Alan Lloyd (Spoonful of Sugar)
The sickness theory' is still with us today. In my judgment, 'psychopathology' - or 'mental illness' - is a highly misleading term ... What kinds of behavior are categorized as 'sick' is arbitrary in exactly the same way as it is arbitrary to categorize one religion as 'true' and all others as 'false,' or one skin as 'superior' and all others 'inferior.' Accordingly, whether homosexuality is pathological is wholly a matter of definition ... Is my judgment, homosexuality is neither a bodily disease nor a mental illness, nor symptom or manifestation of 'psychopathological personality.'

DR. JUDD MARMOR, Psychiatrist:

We must conclude that there is nothing inherently 'unusual' about life experiences that predispose an individual to a preference for homosexual object-relations, except insofar as this preference represents a socially condemned form of behavior in our culture and consequently carries with it certain sanctions and handicaps. This fact, it seems to me, lies at the bottom of both legal and clinical approaches to homosexuality in our time. Both approaches reflect cultural condemnation of such behavior: the law considers it antisocial and applies punitive sanctions; the clinical psychiatrist evaluates it as "sick" behavior and seeks to modify it 'therapeutically.' In other times and other cultures, however, such sanctions or modifications have not always been applied.

DR. LEONARD OLINGER, Clinical Psychologist:

The tendency to regard homosexuality as an illness or pathology per se was unfortunately reinforced by the same kind of thinking that permitted masturbation to be conceived as leading to mental illness in both cases, there was an association between the phenomena and the setting where they were viewed. For example, seeing mentally ill patients masturbating out of boredom or for any of a variety of reasons, in mental hospitals or neuropsychiatric hospitals, could merely assume that one was the cause of the other. This same primitive logic ... led many unreflective observers to assume that since the first studied homosexuals were ones who had run afoul of the law or had been encountered in hospitals (even though countless others managed to function outside of hospitals or schools), all such persons must be ill, and all such illness derives from the pre-existing (or mistakenly assumed) condition.
Marcus Welby Finds A Roommate

By John Bennett

The Green Hornet had his assistant, Kato, while Batman enjoyed the company of another young man, Robin, on his adventures. The Lone Ranger wasn’t so “lone” as he had Tonto to keep him warm, and Daddy Warbucks still has Little Orphan Annie (but that is something else). The phenomenon of the older, mature male and his younger “sidekick” has moved out of the comic books onto the movie screen and now dominates television.

This emphasis on the younger single man enjoying the company of an older, “mature” man has long baffled psychologists who have studied “The Adventures of...” Today, even the “P.B.I.” involves younger and older men together, with a noticeable absence of women. (The director of the real P.B.I. has long had a male companion and has never married, so this is not entirely fiction, evidently) . . . On almost every other TV western, medical, and adventure series an older man is matched closely with a younger man while the women, if they are present at all, occupy the back seat.

Now “Father Knows Best” as Robert Young has escaped from the former on TV and moved into the popular “Marcus Welby” series. James Brolin, who plays Young’s young assistant, Kiley, is forever present. This has somewhat startled Dr. Michael Halberstam, Washington, D.C. physician, who analyzes the “Welby” series in a recent New York Times magazine section. Halberstam observes: “Although the producer likes to point to signs of organic development within the series, the most drastic change took place between the first and second episodes. In the initial episode Welby suffered a heart attack, and, forced to get an associate, took on Kiley, a young doctor who had temporarily run out of money in his neurology residency. "Kiley was naturally no more enthusiastic about working a year for a General Practice credential than Welby was about having a heart attack, and their conflicting personalities and approaches to medicine made up much of the impact of the opening show. Kiley appeared very mod, a bit insensitive, a resident who had apparently studied under Ben Casey. By the second episode, as Judy Klemensen wrote, ‘it was clear that the powers-that-be had decided to do a character transplant on Dr. Welby.’”

“Today Kiley and Welby get along amicably, so amicably that eyebrows are raised by the fact that the unmarried Kiley still lives in Welby’s house. ‘I mean, how many successful 32-year-old doctors live with their widowed colleagues’? ‘We’re not thinking about that,’ says the show’s producer enigmatically. Neither Welby nor Kiley has any regular female companionship (in the early days of the series Welby ran a tepid romance with a character played by Anne Baxter, but she has not been seen much lately).” It may be that “Marcus Welby” will dare to reveal an intimate bedroom romance between Welby and Kiley although it is unlikely, even in these days of “All in the Family.” If anything, the producer may begin to get questions in the mail that will pressure him into inserting “girl friends” into the “Welby” script. Meanwhile, we can enjoy the very warm relationship between these two virile men who live together – without women – as a TV testimony that this is not only a healthy but a most natural relationship.
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THE MOST IMPORTANT
SAN FRANCISCO OPENING
SINCE GOLD RUSH DAYS!!

THE SHED

3520
16th ST
SAN FRANCISCO
861-4444

• THIS IS YOUR CLUB
• IT IS WHAT YOU HAVE WANTED—DANCING ALL NIGHT
• HOW YOU HAVE WANTED IT—IT'S REAL
• YOU WILL FEEL THE SOUND
• TASTE OUR NATURAL FLAVORS
• BREATHE FRESH AIR AND MORE!!
• OPEN EVERY NIGHT 10 P.M. TO 6 A.M.
• PLUS SUNDAY AFTERNOON HAPPENINGS FROM 3 P.M.
  * FREE HOTDOGS

THE SHED

3520 - 16th Street
Just South of Market